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REVIEWS
Riccarda Racine, "Das Selbstverstiindnis eines schweizerischen Auswanderer-Vereins in
den USA: Die Geschichte der Zeitschrift Swiss-American Historical Society Review,"
Lizentiatsarbeit an der philosophisch-historischen Fakultat der Universitat Basel, 1994.

Racine's work treats two subjects: the Society and the contents of the Swiss-

American Historical Society Review. After a brief overview of the Society's first decades
following its 1927 founding in Chicago, she traces in detail its evolution since 1965. The
structure of the organization and the gender, educational, and geographical distribution
of the membership are discussed. Although the diplomat Lukas Burckhardt reorganized
the Society in 1965, the author fails to underscore his important role, while she does
stress the leading part that academics--especially historians--have played. She-stresses
Leo Schelbert's many contributions to the history of Swiss-American immigration,
offering a review of his EinfUhrung in die schweizerische Auswanderungsgeschichte der

Neuzeit.
The focus of this work is an analysis of articles in the Swiss-American Historical

Society Review to show how Swiss immigrants to the United States have viewed
themselves. Racine studies nineteen biographical and autobiographical contributions to
the journal. Her division "heroic biographies" includes Secretary of the Treasury Albert
Gallatin and the bridge-builder Othmar Ammann, and "successful biographies" include
Alfred Gonzenbach, the co-founder of Valley Queen Cheese in South Dakota, while she
lists under "unsuccessful biographies" Henry Wirz, the commander of Andersonville
prison. The autobiographical pieces selected treat academics such as Maurice E. Perret,
a geographer at the University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point, and entrepreneurs such as
Albert Daub in publishing.
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Smithsonian restorer Walter Angst-the speaker at the Society's 1991 annual meeting in
Washington, D.C.-are grouped as "survivors' accounts." Racine comments that Angst's
autobiographical tale is the review's only account by or about a working man and claims
that Leo Schelbert, in his introduction, ·shows an unease about this text which deals with
the cruelty inflicted on "common" people by Swiss as well as American society (p. 80).
The author points out that one belief is expressed in many of the biographical and
autobiographical pieces: that the Swiss-American settler made the "right decision" in
immigrating to the U.S. She also notes that the journal's articles demonstrate the variety
of educational experiences, occupations, and economic circumstances that the Swiss
encountered. Auto-didacts and Ph.D. 's, a treasury secretary, farmers, businessmen, and
a military commander, among others, as well as wealthy entrepreneurs and poor
homesteaders are the subjects of many. One would assume that the membership of a
society that features such diversity in its publication would view heterogeneity as a salient
aspect of the Swiss experience in America. But the author does not mention this.
Racine notes that the Review reflects the Society's joint academic and lay
membership. The autobiographical "stories" provide sources for history and appeal to
many, while the contributions by professionals demonstrate concern for the "historical
meaning" of the Swiss-American immigration. Unfortunately, the author's point-of-view
toward her subject is condescending and many of her comments are snide.

While

admitting that "some" articles in the journal are "very good," as are "many" of the book
reviews, she argues that "the most professional treatments are dropped in next to [pieces]
on postage-stamp collections, family anecdotes and hero-worshiping biographies" (p. 88).

Sabine Jessner, Emerita,
Indiana University, Indiana.polis
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